Abstract-Cloud computing is becoming increasingly popular. implemented and tested on a real enterprise application dataset. The migration process was completed and it worked correctly, according to a specified mapping model.
INTRODUCTION
The design of modem cloud computing technologies does not consider interoperability [1] . To facilitate c1oud computing interoperability, a previous work [2] proposed that every cloud system be described by its components, including resources, services, and Application Program Interfaces (APIs). Moreover, widely accepted standardized APls should be used to regulate communication and resource and services management. However, such a model is not realistic and would be difficult to achieve because companies consider differentiation a competitive advantage.
Consequently, another approach using a cloud broker was introduced [2] . A cloud broker is used as a mediation • Migrate a queuing-based application: This involves migrating an existing queue with its messages from one cloud provider to another.
• Migrate (fully stopped) VMs from one cloud provider to another: This involves seamlessly migrating a fully stopped virtual machine from one cloud provider to another.
Our work relates to the first and fourth use cases for migrating data entities and worktlows, respectively, between different SaaS providers.
C. 
Object Management Group (OMG)
OMG
D. Role o/Standards in Cloud-Computing Interoperability
This paper explores areas of cloud computing in which standardization would benefit interoperability, and other areas in which would not [6] . The author extracted four use cases regarding consumer-provider interactions from other standards. The third one on data migration relates to cloud computing interoperability.
"Data Migration use case": This involves enabling data located in one cloud vendor to be migrated to another one.
The author mentions that data to be moved must be extracted from the source SaaS provider and uploaded to the The eIB serves as a mediator between the different types of applications hosted in the SaaS layer that serve the same business need. eIB uses the standard APIs exposed by each SaaS provider to extract data and then transforms it into a form that can be provided to the other SaaS providers.
We divide the data into two principal categories, namely, master data and transaction data as follows:
Master data: It refers to the core objects in the business application, such as suppliers, customers, products, employees, and assets. 
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A. Collection and Analysis of the Metadata
We need to determine the data tables and their attributes.
[n addition, we need to know their meanings. Each attribute must be identified by name, data type, relations, constraints, and default values.
B. Develop the Mapping Model
The core function of the mapping model is to create a relation between each entity and its equivalent on SaaS application to be mapped to. This is achieved by deciding how the records look like, which attributes are included, of which size and data type they are, and which values are allowed. This step should also include the mapping between the source and the destination entities' attributes. This is normally both the most important and the most difficult step in the process.
C. Solution Design
Once the mapping process is completed, the solution design must be created as a software solution that can be implemented to accomplish the data migration goal.
D. Implementation
[mplement the previous solution design as software that abstracts each SaaS provider's APIs and preforms the data migration.
E. Test the Solution
This step is the most challenging. [t requires an iterative effort and manual inspection to ensure the completeness and accuracy of the data movement.
A simple flowchart presenting this methodology is shown in Fig. 2 . Those entities' names might vary from one application or service provider to another but they must exist in some form, and some additional entities might also exist specifically for one provider. The solution in this case is to use custom entities to apply the mapping if they do not exist on the destination application.
Applying the methodology:
A. Collecting and Analyzing Metadata
Each entity has been described and mapped to its equivalent business unit. The relation between business unit and data entity could be from one to one or one to many; for example, the business unit Contact in MS Dynamics CRM 2015 is mapped to the ContactBase, Contactlnvoices, ContactLeads, ContactOrders, and ContactQuotes data entities. Then, each business entity is described in the context of its data type, allowed values, constraints, default values, and dependencies. An example of entity data mapping is described in Table I .
B.
Developing a Mapping Model fo r Attributes
The mapping of attributes and data types for the example entity between the two SaaS providers would be as in Table I .
We must also note that the mapping table or model for each of the other entities would be performed in the same way, but the attributes' names and data type would be different.
Consequently, we do not need to show the other tables in this paper. There is no function to create or manage workflows in SugarCRM. This has been overcome by using functions that create records directly in database tables to create workflow, actions, and triggers directly.
T ABLE I. MAPPING TABLE FOR SOME ATTRIBUTES OF CONTACT BASE ENTITY BETWEEN THE MICROSOFT & SUGARCRM SAAS PROVIDERS
Finally the classes are not strongly typed, with the result that a mistyped entity or attribute name will not be validated until runtime. that is not the case when working with the Microsoft API. • Extract: this is the step for extracting data from the source application.
• Transform: This step can contain any preparation of data to match the destination application's acceptable formats. For example, the field that shows that the entity is disabled in Dynamics CRM !s a Boolean (contains whether true or false), while ill SugarCRM it is a string value (Active or Inactive); hence, the transform process might include this step for each entity that has disabled or deleted flags.
• Load: This is the process of uploading data to the destination application. In fact, this is a two-step process, because we are first moving the basic data ( the date that do not reference other data) and then another step is required to set up references. 
D. implementation
The implementation of the previous design for our broker is written in C# programming language within the Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 integrated development environment.
E. Test the Solution
We use sample customer relationship management data for an air conditioner and television monitor manufacturing and sales company with approximately ten thousand records for different application modules. The main testing criterion in this phase of our project is the completeness of the data movement process from source to destination and the correctness of these data after being moved. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show a list of contacts entities in the source (MS Dynamics CRM 2015 SaaS provider) and their copy of that data using our broker, to the destination (SugarCRM SaaS provider). As shown in the figures, the data has been copied successfully from source to destination and were mapped correctly according to the mapping model for those entities. • Provide a user interface with initial mapping of entities' attributes that can be modified by the user and then apply data movement according to that mapping.
• Conduct more analysis of data movement process using different evaluation criteria.
• Evaluate the broker in relation to different aspects, such as performance, accuracy, time.
